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Abstract 
This paper presents the positive real analysis and synthesis 
for Networked Control Systems (NCS) in discrete-time. 
Based on the definition of passivity, the sufficient condition 
of NCS is given by stochastic Lyapunov functional. The 
controller via state feedback is designed to guarantee the 
stability of NCS and closed-loop positive realness. It is 
shown that a mode-dependent positive real controller exists 
if a set of coupled linear matrix inequalities has solutions. 
The controller can be then constructed in terms of the 
solutions. 
 
1 Introduction 
The recent advancement of computing, communication and 
sensing has spurred the development of Networked Control 
Systems (NCS). NCS are spatially distributed systems in 
which communication between plants, sensors, actuators 
and controllers occurs through a shared band-limited digital 
communication networks [3,11]. These networks are 
usually shared by a number of feedback loops. In traditional 
control systems, these connections are established via point-
to-point cable wiring. Compared with the point-to-point 
wiring, the introduction of communication networks has 
many advantages, such as high system testability and 
resource utilization, as well as low weight, space, power, 
and wiring requirements and easy system diagnosis and 
maintenance. The increasingly fast convergence of sensing, 
computing and (wireless) communication on cost effective, 
low power, small-size devices, is also quickly enabling a 
surge of new control applications. Consequently NCS has 
finding application in a broad range of areas such as mobile 
sensor networks, remote surgery, multiple mobile 
autonomous robotics, multiple unmanned aerial 
vehicles(UAV) formation, large scale distributed industrial 
processes and automation, computer integrated 
manufacturing systems, tele-operation and tele-control, 
intelligent vehicle systems, sattelite clusters, etc[8]. In an 
NCS, it also makes it possible to distribute processing 
functions and computing loads into several small units. 
Recently, modeling, analysis and control of networked 
control systems with limited communication capability has 
emerged as a topic of significant interest to control 
community. There are a number of key issues that make 
control over communication networks distinct from 
traditional control systems : limited packet rate, sampling 
and network delay, packet dropout and system architecture. 
The traditional point-to-point feedback control theory 
should be extended for feedback control system for which 
connections among sensors, actuators, and controllers are 
shared through band-limited communication networks. 
With the advent of cheap, small, low-power processors with 
communication capabilities, it has become possible to 
endow sensors and actuators with processing power and 
ability to communicate with remote controllers through 
shared/multi-purpose networks [9].  
 
In this paper we propose a new control design method for 
networked control system which satisfies positive-real 
(passivity) requirements, in addition to stability. Important 
aspects of networked control systems, namely random 
delays and packet losses, are taken into consideration in the 
passive control design. The networked control system is 
modeled using Markov Jump Linear System, where packet 
loss is modeled as two-state Bernoulli process [3].  
 
The concept of passivity or positive realness plays an 
important role in system, signal and control theory, and 
arises naturally in many areas of science and engineering 
[12]. The idea originates in traditional circuit theory. In 
general, positive realness corresponds to passivity for linear 
time-invariant dynamical systems. The main motivation for 
studying passivity comes from robust, adaptive and 
nonlinear control problems. Parallel to small gain theorem, 
passivity of certain closed-loop transfer functions will 
ensure the overall stability of feedback systems [1]. 
Therefore, if a certain closed-loop transfer function matrix 
can be made passive by using some controllers, then the 
closed-loop system will be guaranteed to be robust with 
respect to all passive uncertainties. The passivity 
requirements are also important in a number of practical 
cases where the control designer has information about 
phase uncertainties. 
 
The synthesis problem considered in this paper is how to 
construct a feedback controller for a networked control 
system such that the resulting closed-loop system satisfies 
passivity. Based on the definition of passivity under state-
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space representation of jump linear systems, the passivity 
conditions are firstly obtained using stochastic Lyapunov 
functional technique. The conditions also show that the 
passivity of jump systems guarantees the stability. A kind 
of mode-dependent controllers suited for a networked 
control system is proposed via state feedback to ensure the 
passivity of the resulting closed-loop systems. By 
manipulation of matrix and change of controller variables, 
the existence conditions and the synthesis methods for the 
mode-dependent controllers can be formulated in terms of a 
set of solutions of coupled linear matrix inequalities, which 
can be effectively solved using available LMI-software. 
 
The remainder of the paper proceeds as follows : In Section 
2, networked control analysis and synthesis problems are 
formulated. In Section 3, a new approach for stabilization is 
presented for networked control system to ensure closed-
loop passivity. Finally, we conclude the result of this paper 
in Section 4.  
 
2 Networked Control System Problem Statement 
and Analysis 
The problem is formulated as a remote control system. 
Formulation of the networked control system as a Markov 
jump linear systems follows from [2,3]. The plant is 
remotely controlled by the controller connected via a shared 
communication channel. It is assumed that there are 
multiple sensors and actuators communicating with the 
controller; however, as a result of the sequential nature of 
the channel, only one of them can transmit a message at any 
discrete-time instant. To meet this requirement efficiently, 
we employ a periodic communication scheme[3]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Remote Control System [3] 
 
Generalized plant P is described in the form of discrete-time 
system : 
)()(
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where is state, is exogenous input, 
is control input, is controlled output 
and is measurement output 
nkx ℜ∈)( 1)( mkw ℜ∈
2)( mku ℜ∈ 1)( pkz ℜ∈
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The plant P is remotely controlled by the controller 
connected via a shared communication channel. It is 
assumed that there are multiple sensors and actuators 
communicating with the controller, however, as a result of 
the sequential nature of channel, only one of them can 
transmit a message at any discrete time instant. To meet this 
requirement efficiently, we employ a periodic 
communication scheme. 
Suppose there are p2 sensors and m2 actuators, then the 
period be 22 pmN +≥ . If each sensor is capable to transmit 
messages, then the switching pattern for the sensor side  
defined by a vector . This specifies that at time k, the 
sensor indexed as s
N
pIs 11 2 +∈
1(mod(k,N)+1) is allowed to send a 
message.   If s1(mod(k,N)+1) is zero, it means there is no 
communication takes place. For example, let N = 4, p2 = 2, 
and s1 = [2, 1, 0, 2]. In this case, sensor 1 transmits at k = 1, 
5, . . . while sensor 2 transmits at k = 0, 3, . . ., and there is 
no communication at k = 2, 6, . . .. 
Similarly, the switching pattern  for the mNmIs 12 2 +∈ 2 actuators 
that determines the periodic transmission from the 
controller to the actuators with the same period N. We 
assume that, at any given time, at most only one message 
can be transmitted by the sensors or the controller. In terms 
of the switching patterns, this means that  iff 
 for 
0)( ≠ksi
0)( =ks j ji ≠  and all k. 
 
We now give some notation for the periodic switchings. 
Define two sets {s1i} and {s2i} of vectors given as follows: 
2
1
2
2
1
1
,...,1;]0...010...0[
,...,1;]0...010...0[
2
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where s1i and s2j have the ith and jth elements equal to 1, 
respectively, and the rest are zero. 
P 
K 
S1,k
θ1,k S2,k
θ2,k
z 
y 
w 
u 
yˆ                v 
P~  
The matrices S1,k and S2,k in Figure 1 are defined as : 
jNkssS
iNkssS
jk
ik
=+=
=+=
)1),(mod(;:
)1),(mod(;:
22,2
11,1  
 
for k∈Z+ . We refer to them as the switches. Note that these 
are N-periodic matrices. 
 
Another feature of the channel is that it is lossy: 
Transmitted messages randomly are lost due to congestion 
or delay. Let θ1,k, θ2,k ∈ {0, 1} be the stochastic processes 
that represent the losses, from the sensors to the controller 
and from the controller to the actuators. If θi,k = 0, then the 
message at time k is lost; otherwise, it arrives. We assume 
that these are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) 
Bernoulli processes specified by 
α1:=Prob{θ1,k =0} 
α2:=Prob{θ2,k =0}                  ; k∈Z+
 
The overall plant  including the switches S1 and S2 and the 
message loss processes θ1 and θ2 is periodically time 
varying with period N and with random switchings. 
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The state space equation of P~ can be expressed as : 
)()(ˆ
)()()()(
)()()()1(
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++=
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                     (2) 
 
In Figure 1, K is controller to be designed, with N-period, 
receives acknowledgement from actuator based on control 
input uk .  
The controller takes the form as follows : 
)(ˆ)( kyKkv =                                       (3) 
 
In this paper, we employ the following notion of stability. 
Definition 1 [2] : For the system given by  
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with w ≡0, the equilibrium point at x=0 is  
1. mean square stable if for every initial state ( )00 ,θx  [ ] 0,)(lim 002 =∞→ θxkxEk  
2. stochastically stable if for every initial state ( )00 ,θx , [ ∞<∑∞
=
00
2
0
,)( θxkxE
k
] . In  other words,  ∞<2x      for 
every initial state. 
3. exponentially mean square stable if  for every initial 
state ( 00 , )θx , there exists constants 10 <<α and 0>β     
such that , 0≥∀k [ ] 20002 ,)( xxkxE kβαθ <  
4. almost surely stable if for every initial state ( )00 ,θx , [ ] 10)(limPr ==∞→ kxk  
 
It is known that the first three definitions of stability are 
actually equivalent for an MJLS. We refer to the equivalent 
notions of mean square , stochastic , and exponential mean 
square stability as second moment stability. Moreover, 
Second Moment Stability (SMS) is sufficient but not 
necessary for almost sure stability. In the remainder of this 
paper, references to stability will be in the sense of second 
moment stability. The major motivation for this choice is 
that straightforward necessary and sufficient conditions, 
given later, exists to check for SMS but not for almost sure 
stability [2]. 
 
Lemma 1 [3] : For the system (4), the origin is 
stochastically stable if and only if there exists an N-periodic 
matrix such that and  nxnk RP ∈ 0>= Tkk PP
∑
∈
+ ∈<−
MIi
Nkikk
T
iki IkPAPA ;0,1,α  
 
where  }1,...,1,0{: −= NIN
The theorem states that SMS is equivalent to finding N 
positive definite matrices which satisfy N coupled, discrete 
Lyapunov equations. It is interesting to note that stability of 
each mode is neither necessary nor sufficient for the system 
to be SMS. The condition simplifies under an additional 
assumption on the Markov process  . 
 
Definition 2 [1] : The Markovian jump linear system (4) 
with u(k)=0, is said to be strictly passive, if every T>0, with 
zero initial condition x0=0, it satisfies 
0)()(
0
>⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧∑
=
T
k
T kzkwE                                       (5) 
 
Furthermore, it is said to be strictly passive with dissipation 
η if 
0))()()()((
0
>⎭⎬
⎫
⎩⎨
⎧ −∑
=
T
k
TT kwkwkzkwE η                         (6) 
 
Remark 1. If the notation ‘>’ is replaced by ‘≥’, the above 
strictly passive definition is referred to as passive definition. 
This paper focuses on strictly passive problems, and often 
the strictly passivity is referred to as passivity wherever no 
confusion arises. 
 
Following analysis result is related to passivity of 
Markovian jump systems. 
 
Asumption 1.  TiDD Twiwi ∈>+ ;0
 
Lemma 2. For 0≥η , the markovian jump linear systems (4) 
is said to be strictly passive with dissipation η if, there 
exists a set of positive definite symmetric matrices, TiPi ∈,  
such that 
0
2
<⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
−−+−
−−=Θ
wi
T
wiwii
T
wiiii
T
wi
T
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T
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T
i
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η
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Proof. Based on Lemma 1, the Markovian jump system (4) 
is stochastically stable if , there exists a set of positive 
definite symmetric matrices  such that TiPi ∈,
0<− iiiTi PAPA                                (8) 
with 
∑
=
=
N
j
jiji PP
1
π  
 
For given positive definite symmetric matrices , set 
up the stochastic Lyapunov functional as 
nxn
i RP ∈
)())(()())(),()(( kxkPkxkrkkV T θθ =             (9) 
While ik =)(θ , denoting ))(( kP θ as , considering Markov 
jump system (4), and letting 
iP
jk =+ )1(θ , we have 
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Following condition is constructed to satisfy the Definition 
2 above. 
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where  , obviously, condition (11) 
holds if . This completes the proof..  
[ TTT kwkxk )()()( =ζ ]
0<Θ i
  
 
Lemma 3 [7]. The block matrix is negative 
definite if and only if  
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
QM
MP
T
0
0
1 <−
<
− TMMQP
Q                            (12) 
In the sequel,  will be referred to as the Schur 
complement. 
TMMQP 1−−
3 Positive Real Synthesis of Networked Control 
System 
In this section, we present the solution to the remote control 
synthesis problem.  
 
For the system (2) and controller (3), we have the state 
space  equation for the closed loop system ),~( KPFl  
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where nk Rx
2∈  is state given by [ TTkTkk xxx ˆ:= ]  and ; 
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Notice that A and C system matrices depend on both 
1θ  and 
2θ . 
As mentioned earlier, this system consists of 4 modes 
determined by the original process pairs ),( ,2,1 kk θθ  . Let 
),(: ,2,1 kkk θθθ = , which is associated with the probability 
)},({Pr:, jiob kji == θα , , where }1,0{, ∈ji
)1( 211,0
210,0
ααα
ααα
−=
=    
)1)(1(
)1(
211,1
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ααα
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−−=
−=              (14) 
 
We can apply Lemma 2 to this system to obtain the 
synthesis result.  
 
The following is the main result of the paper and provides a 
solution to the positive real remote control problem. 
 
Theorem 1. For closed loop system (13) and dissipation 
0≥η , there exists a set of satisfying condition iP 0<Θ i , if 
and only if there exists a set of positive definite symmetric 
matrices , matrices satisfying nxn
i RX ∈ mxni RY ∈
0
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By manipulation of matrix and change of controller 
variables, the existence conditions and the synthesis 
methods for the mode-dependent controllers can be 
formatted in terms of a set of solutions of coupled linear 
matrix inequalities, which can be effectively solved using 
LMI-software. Furthermore, the mode-dependent state 
feedback passive controller is given by 
kk yKv ˆ= , where 
1. 
,1,1 )(
−= XSYK kkθ
 
Proof. Suppose there exists a set of positive definite 
symmetric matrices , satisfying condition TiPi ∈, 0<Θi  in 
equality (7),i.e. 
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Applying Schur complements, above inequality (16) is 
equivalent to the following inequality 
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For matrices 
)(),(,)(),(,)(),(,)(),(, 21212121
,,, kkkkkkkkkkkk DCBA θθθθθθθθ in 
(13) , we obtain 
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Define and , then the inequality 
becomes  
kk SKK ,1,1ˆ θ= kk SBB ,22,2ˆ θ=
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Pre- and post-multiplying the inequality by block-diagonal 
matrix diag{P–1, I, I, I, I, I}, letting X = P–1, Y=KX, the 
coupled linear matrix inequalities (15) are obtained. 
  
 
Based on Theorem 1, the controller is constructed as 
follows. First, solve LMI (15) for positive definite 
symmetric matrices Xi and Yi using available LMI solver. 
Then, using these solutions the controller is obtained via 
1 . 
,1,1 )(
−= XSYK kkθ
4 Conclusions 
In this paper we have presented a new approach to analysis 
and synthesis problems for networked control systems in 
discrete-time. The networked control system is modeled 
using Markov Jump Linear System. We consider state 
feedback controller based on positive real synthesis. The 
sufficient condition on positive real of the system presented 
by stochastic Lyapunov functional. The positive real 
controller via state feedback, which guarantees the stability, 
obtained by using the solutions of a set of coupled linear 
matrix inequality. 
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